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The 'Murray Board of Education
flounced completed faculties for
schools except Douglas at its
eting Thursday evening. The
chers will receive an increase
salaries of -$200 for the year
er and above _ raises provided
additional trairung and length
service in the system.
The Murray High roster indes the following:
.
-Fred Schultz, principal; Eli Alexder, So. Sci. and Coa-Chs. Ron'
Atwood, Science; Mrs. Lucille
stin, English and French; Mrs.
11 Bailey. English and Study
II; Miss Lala Cain. 'Commerce;
'burn ('avitt, Mathematics; WilJackson, Science; William- II.
ers, Band; Mrs. Clara Griffin,
glish; Mrs. Lochie Hart. Library;
eston Holland. Athletic Director. Mrs. Martha Carter, English;
Robert Glin Jeffrey, History and
Athletics; Miss Mary G. Lassiter,
Mathematics: Mrs. Lucy Lilly,
}tome Economics: Paul Lyons,
Industrial Arts; Mrs.sCorinne Me'
it
Speech Correctionist; W.--,13.
Blolog;, Sil
twin* "ler,
non, Music: Mrs. Dew Drop Rowlett, Physical Education: Mrs. Mary
ANCRUSTelr-rffitiSh; W. P. Rus•
sell. Ass't. Coach and Health;
Mrs. Ernestine Huey. English;
Miss Lorene Swann, English and
Mathematics; Gerald Parka, Sciensee
ce: Rarinand Kin a Setelleit.Mi.
Charlotte Barker, Guidance Director.
Reelected for A. B. Austin
chciol are:
Dennis Taylor, Principal; Mrs.
Georgia Wear. 1st Grade; Mrs.
Mary- Lou Lassiter, 1st Grade; Mrs.
Bonnie Crouch. 2nd Grade; Mrs.
Emma Darnell. 2nd Grade; Mrs.
Celia Ann Crawford. 3 rd Grade;
Miss Marie Skinner. 3rd Grade;
Mrs. Mary Belle Over-hey. 4th
Grade• Mrs. Louise Overbey, 4th
Mrs. Nellie Ruth Caldwell,
th Grade: Mrs. Lulabelle Hodges,
5th Grade; Garth Petrie, 6th Grade;
Mrs. Pauline McCoy 6th Grade;
Mrs. Betts Scott. Art.
Teachers at Carter Elementary
School include:
Miss Kathleen Patterson, 1st
Grade; Mrs. Murl Robertson, 1st
Grade. Mrs. Gela Ellis, 2nd Grade;
Mrs. Ilelen Bennett, 2nd Grade;
Mrs. Maxine Ryan. 3rd Grade;
.Mrs. Modell Outland, 4th Grade;
?Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty, 41h Grade;
Mrs. Eaurine Andrus, 5th Grade;
Eugene Taylor. 8th Grade; Mrs.
Wilma Outland, 5th Grade.
Those re-elected at Douglas are
L, P. Miller. Principal. John Prewite, Miss Mary Lou Hornbuckle,
Miss Margaret Deberry, Mrs. Mary
Margaret Prewitt.
•
Mrs Flossie McCully from Lane
College elected to teach Home Ec
send Science.
This leaves two vacancies which
will he filled at an early date.
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V•11•41 Tem intimation's'
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Western Kentucky - Partly
cloudy, warm and humid with
scattered showers and thundershowers today and tonight. high
today near 90. low tonight in the
80s. Sunday generally fair and
less humid with little temperature
change.

hli
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W

• Iltoir.

Temperatures at 5 a.m. (EST):
'Paducah 68, Louisville 85, Lexington 64. howling preen 65, London 58. -Covington 64 and Hopkinsville 67.
Evansville, Ind., 88.
Huntington, W Va , 63.
NOW YOU KNOW
When Pamela, the heroine of
the 18th Century English novel
"Pamela," which appeared in installments, eventually triumphed
over adversity, the villagers of
Blreigh rang the church bells for
by.
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_Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, August 5, 1961

Overthrow The
1 II
Faculties Of 'Let's
World, Pure, Modest, Grads Hear
Truthful Communists D.
r. Lunger
city Schools
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Weather
Report
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CTION IS TAKEN ON _DISPOSAL PLAN
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The Newspaper

• production this year
e result of smaller
corn and sourghum
n the northern plains .
d YieldSsof oats_ and
8 per cent reductio"
acreage and 26 per
rglitinis reflects the
lisipation in the 1961
seil grain program.
famera signed up
million acres out of
million acres out of
na 1959 and 1960
ges ks the base.

-2 p.m.

Newspapar

Moscow (in - Soviet Communist party members were told
today that they will have-to be
morally p u re, modest, truthful
and honest if they want to stay
in the party in the future.

A Public Hearing Is Set For
August 14; Most Approve Plan

-

The second' reading of thessof"
dinanee of intent to establish a
sanitary land fill garbage disposal plan in-. ..N,isrray, was held
last night
meeting of the
city cousnall.
ss
„The ordinaece hash passed unanimously on both readings.-Councilman Maurice ('rass, Jr.
reported to the council an agenda
which it' is hoped can be met in
relation to the' disposal plan.

$5.015.56 for a grand

of

$13
lobr
652
e88
t McDermott. city fireD. Irvin E. I.unger told the
man, submitted his resignation to
the council. This creates a vaThe party newspaper Pravda Murray State College' summer
cancy'on the 'department. Applilaid out in detail a new code of graduates here yesterday that the
cants may obtain applization blanks
morality _to be submitted for ap- goal of education in a free sothe city clerk's office.
proval of the 22nd party congress ciety is the individual-not the.
leven Parking meters have
state.
in mid-October._
bee\placed on Maple street beDr. Longer, the president of
Sixth and Seventh streets
twee
The code supplements the draft Transylvania College, said that
a here \ the street was widened
of the 20-year party program the goal of Russian education is
through` cooperation of the city
published by Pravda a week ago. the development of young 'perrtlett he business men on- the
This also will be submitted to the sons of intellectual competence
On Friday Aortst 11 a meeting satn(
and technical skill who will enCongress.
will he4speld with an advisory
able the leaders of the Soviet
committee to set rates for the i Councilman iarIes Mason Baker
The code, in line with the party Unio.n to dominate the world.
pick up of garbage and trash. This reported to tts council on a
program, 1II forbid anYone from
"The goal of education in a
is primarily for pickup at. business • recommendation
f the Murray
serving o
the Presidium and free society is the develoament
establishments, however rates for Planning Commissio to annex adCentral Committee for more than of that intellectual, technical, sohomes will also be set
ditional properts - to he city of
three successive three-year terms cial and moral maturity within
On Monday August 14 a public Murray. The area rou ly begins
-except in extraordinary cases. the individual which will enable
hearing on the disposal plan will at the Ernest Bailey r d, goes
Lower officials may serve only him to realize the fullest potentbe held at' 7:30 at the city hall. due east about in line saiih the
two successive terms.
ial of his being and which will
At this meeting citizens will have north edge of the Murray 'cemeequip him to maintain and share
Linder the old rules, last-revised
the opportunity to express them- tery and sproceeds to Indust-4AI
in
the
decisions
government
of
a
party
by Josef Stalin in 1941,
selves on the issue.
Road and beyond several hundred
which is created for and dedicat.
leaders could be elected for any
If the plan moves according to feet. then turns south to, meet•
ed to the commonwealth," he said.
•
number Of terms.
schedule. then bids will he taken the present city tunas.
INTERNAL.COMBUSTION-A motorboat blazes furiously in Data Bay near Toronto, Ont.,
Quoting Paul Woodring, Dr.
on the bulldozer and compaction
This wined bring into the city
explosion. Owner Noonan Moore, his wife and son were readied from a passing
after
The new rules say that rank 1.unger said. "Only liberally edutype garbage trucks, the present homes in the Five Points area
, but Mrs. Moore suffered third degree burns. The Moores are foam Brantford, Ont.
and file members will have the cated men-men freed of limitacity dump will be sealed' over not now in the city, all college
right to criticize any party official, tions of ignorance. prejudice and
Lose
with dirt, and the news_pbn will Idormitimies
ii,,o...imiettsm-canhope
.
rre11-1111-1OLUT-ION-- 40rehard Heights. all property north
law-- put into effe-ets LOW BIDDER
ern themselves wisely, maintain
The service will cost the aver- of Chestnut street including the
their free institutions, and
WHEREAS, the Common Council
age household 112.1_ _la SL50.- _a.large Ryan area and the temetery.
Some. .of. the mess. provisions. together in peace and
-•
of the City of 'Stun*. 'Kentucky.
•
such as this one. existed under the
Edward Bord of Mayfield and month. All garbage and trash ; The recommendation was taken
In his charge to th
ass, Dr. desires to record its
under study.
deep sorrow
old code but under Stalin they Longer said,
J. 0. Evans of Murray were ap- will be picked up. Covered connot on the at the death of
Verne 0 Kyle on
were more often honored in the present with doubt and pessimism.
parent low bidders on the widen- tainers will be used by everyone. , The sewerage rates of the city
the 2nd day of august 1961 who
breach than in the observance.
ing of North 15th. street between This will discourage flies and rats a ill be increased. Engineers have
Think not that the future will has served
City of Murray withMain and Chestnut streets. Work and it is expected that their been working on the rate scale
take
Welcome,
sof
itself.
instead, al"' compensatten tat
--. •
ela -Me
number will be reduced because
various ofwill begin in the near future.
the challenge of the present and
ficial capacities and who has dedisarbage will not_be so easily avail- !for several day. and it will be
rejoice in your preparation for cated
; approximately one-third of the
a large portion of his life
able for them to feed on.
meeting it more intelligently and to
At 10:00 a. In. sesterd.ay mornthe betterment of the comThe ordinance of intent mere- water rate in other words the
courageously."
ing during a brief formal ceremunity in which he lived..
ly indicates the intention of the I sewerage rate, which heretofore
Hospital
.You have not been eduTIIEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED, mony twelve Murray. State College
council to enact the plan.- This has been a flat S1.25 per month,
cated for slavery to the state but
That the Common Council of City Cadet Seniors received their Comis done to notify residents of the will now be figured on the basis
Revival services will be held for freedom to develop and :Thiof Murray. Kentucky. hereby gives missions as Second Lieutenants in
city of impending legislation. No of water into a home or business.
Census - Adult
at the Goshen Methodist Church eve and to sustain and strengthen formal
45
ordinances have been passed as Minimum rate will be $1 50.
expression of its great and the United States Army Reserve.
Census - Nursery
at §tella, beginning Sunday at a society which is the servant of grievous
Dr. Ralph II. Woods, college
yet on the disposal plan itself
lass in the death of
The council has the rate scale
so live that modAdult Beds
11:00 o'clock and continuing the people
85
Verne 0. Kyle. and does hereby president, presented the Commisand pates have not been set thus under study however action -has
Emergency
through Saturday. August 12. Rev. ern society may be grateful for note in
Beds
20
its records the paasing sions in the Military Science De- Patients
far.
not been taken as set.
admitted frowi WednesL. C. Lee of Highland Park. Mich- your education-not fearful of its from this
A copy of this ordinance may be
life of a man who was partment at the College. A large day
10:00
a.
m.
to
igan will be the visiting evangel- consequences. . .to you, much has esteemed
Friday
II:00
Councilman 'Leonard Vaughn re
fund in the Ledger and Times to,,by his associates, loved group of friends and relatives
been given. Of you, much is ex1St.
ported that he had received a
by his friends, and respected by witnessed the presentation.
day.
L.
D.
hale.
1323
Services will be at 2:30 p.m. and pected."
Main
St.:
Mrs.
Three of the twelve Cadets reall. His rare skill and understandIn other action the council Sp- letter from the Housing and Home
Murray State President. Dr.
Wilburn Henson, Rt. 4, Benton;
7:45 p.m with prayer services at
ing of his fellow men and the un- ceived the Distinguished Military
pr(Ned a resolution in memory of Agency, an agency of the United
Ralph
Jimmy
II.
Woods,
Joe
awarded
the
Hale.
dep.m.
lit.
1'.
7:30
Woodrow Verne 0. Kyle who (lied on Wed- States Government. offering loans
selfishness which enhanced these Graduate (DMG) Certificate which
C. Easter. 306 North 8th s; Mrs.
Reverend Lee is former pastor grees to the more than two hun- attributes made a fundamental
to cities the size of Murray at an
for
outstanding
sesday night.
and was awarded
Bobby
graduates.
dred
'Steele
and baby boy, Rt. 6,
of Lynn Grove and Goshen Melasting contribution to the City achievement as undergraduates in
City Clerk Stanford Andrus re- interest rate of from 35s per cent
Benton:
Mrs.
Charles 'Thurman, ported that all city tax bills have to three and five-eights per cent
thodist churches. He transfered
of Murray, its conatituency, and Military Science including leaderfrom the charge after having servship, campus activities and aca- Jr. and baby boy, 1081s2 North been prepared and are ready to
The Water and Sewer Committhe community as a whole.
Oth.:
• Mrs. Randal Coursey and
ed the appointment for more than
tee was given approve', by the
BK IT FURTHER RESOLVED, demic work.
mail out to taxpayers.
five-years. to Detroit. Michigan
Those commissioned as second baby girl, Rt. 1. Symsonia; Miss
That a copy of this Resolution be
Paving in the city has been council to proceed with an inMildred Gray Clark, Rt. 2. Hazels
He left Murray. in 1955; and for
completed. Mayor Ellis told the vestigation of such 3 loan. If a
tendered. to his family as an hum- lieutenants in the branch as inAlbert Williams..„Star Route, New
three years he engaged in teachcouncil that all that had been sufficient amount can be borrowble expression of this Common dieated were:
ing and organizing and building
William H. Aden, Infantry. Mur- Concord. Goldie Hicks, Rt. 3: Fred contracted for was dune and ip ed, then the city might borrow the
Councils heartfelt sympathy in its
new Methodist churches. Fr 0.1.
ray, Jerry, G. Alston. Armor. Ful- Cunningham, 1402 Sycamore: Mrs. good order.
money in this manner for the
bereavement.
By JOSEPH H CARTER
Autry Carroll 301'2 North 12th.:
this works he was assigned assocsewer expansion program. rather
This, the 4th day of 'August, ton; Robert W. Collins, Infantry,
Mrs.
l'ete
Rhodes.
lit.
4;
Mrs.
Following
paving
the
Shernew
kW
iate minister place • in Trinity MeElkton, Ky.; Elvis D. Cullen, Transthan to sell the 5750.000 in bonds
1961.
United Press International
man Rudd and baby girl, Rt. 4, that was done: Broach 310 feet, wh.ch is now being contemplated.
thodist Church.- Highland Park,
COMMON COUNCIL OF CITY portation Corps, Paducah; Paul M.
TULSA. Okla ill!! - The John
Benton;
Miss
Jean
Ann
Jeffrey.
Hickory
Thirteenfeet
South
742
Michigan. t h e appointment he Flash Society announced .Friday a OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Farris, Artillery. Murray; James
A saving of about me-half of one
holds at thd present.
L. Futrell, Signal Corps. Murray; 226 South 15th., Randy Cecil Thur. th 511 feet, Sunset Drive 2676.,per cent would be effected it IS
By Holmes Ellis. Mayor
$2,500 essay contest on "grounds
mon.
RI
2:
Mrs.
Clarence
H.
total
feet.
of
for
4239
a
feet
I believed. On such a large sum.
Reverend Lee holds a B.S. and for the -impeachment of Supreme
Ralph N. Harris, Infantry. Vero
Repaving on old streets Was as I this would be a considerable savBeach, Florida; (DIM); Dan T. Hulse, Jr.. Rt. 2.
M.A. degrees from Murray State Court Justice Earl Warren
Patients
dismissed
from
Wednesfollows:
15th.
2436
South
street
ing.
Marshall. Adjutant General Corps,
College.
Robert Welch. founder-head of
day 10:00 a. m. to Fr.day
feet, Olive 1106 feet. Poaue 584
The wooden bridge on Meadow
Murray; Ronald D. McCage, Armor,
Rev. and Mrs. Lee are the par- the Birch Society, made the ana.
m.
feet. South 11th. 400 feet. Vine Lane just off Sycamore will be
Murray. (M(S): Thomas I., Spelents of three children: two daughle nouncement at the opening of the
ItftWer
Tony
Hudson,
Rt. I, La 584 feet, and livan- 1008 feet for i repaired.
adoi
man. Finance Corps, Indianapolis,
tees and one son. Their son Ar- third annual Christian Crusade
(Total paving
David Sykes has returned home In(hiana; Charles H. Story, Artillery, Center: Sam E. Wheeler; Rt. ,3; a total of 6118 feet
Radio contact with Paris, Tenthur is a member of the police Convention where he was keynote
('oily
Salmon,
1114 ''Poplar; Mrs. was 10.457 feet or almost two nessee will be inaugurated with
after spending several days visit- Murray; llarpid II. Wilkins, Arforce of Murray.
speaker.
Effie Iluihes, 501 South . 5th.; miles of paving.
ing in South Carolina and Georgia. tillery, Benton, (DMG).
. the addition of more equipment
The members and pastor of the
Mr.
Verne 0. Kyle (Expired). 118 • The city paid 58.637 32 as its to the present city radio facilities.
Witnesses to the San Francis- David visited his grandmother,
Goshen church extend a cordial
North
14th.; Mrs. Paul Hobbs and share of the paving cost while'
-The cost will be about $13500.
welcome to all Rev. Lee's friends, co !sots againt the House ,-Un- Mrs. L. S. Purdue in Marietta,
baby boy, 1665 Ryan; Mrs. Junior residents on the new streets paid ;I Mayor Ellis reported to the
Activities
Committee Georgia, Billy lfaopperud and
and all others, to attend the serv- American
Croley and baby boy. Rt. 4, BentI council that several houses had
were scheduled to speak in Sat- Frank Rickman in Dillon, South
ices.
on; Miss Desiree McGehee. 410
been moved from the colored housThe music will be under the urday's session. Reliable sources Carolina and Ronnie' Cherry and
North 1st.; Mrs. George Thomp• :ng project area to Industrial Road
direction of Groover Parker who said they may make statements Billy Raie Nix in nearby.Florence. _ Several names or local gradon land which was offered gratis
uates. from Murray State College son, 305 Irvan; Master Dadicl Morwill lead ?he singing. and Misses implicating another -liberal" mem- South Carolina.
by I. D. Miller. for- the purpose.
Ronnie Cherry has been ill and were omitted in a list Which was ris 1U6 W. Olive; Mr. Lynwood
Nancy Wilson and Sharon Ven- ber of the high court.
Morris. Lynnville; Mrs. Home GarIn 1870 Pink alines founded
Colored families displaced by the
in the hospital at Florence. He furnished by the college.
able at the piano.
dner, Rt. 5;; Mrs. Della Falls, 407 wagon shop in Murray which made project are using the houses free
Willis Cart°. founder of the returned home
Graduation exercises were. held
with David. Young
North laths. Glen Reeder. 413 wagons and sold then1 to the
Liberty Lobby, and Dr. G. Archer Sykes is the son
charge until the project is
of Mr. and Mrs. yesterday at the college. Those
North 6th.; Mrs. Kenneth Palmer, people cif the county The shop completed. The houses will then
Weniger, a Baptist pastor, both Jack Sykes
of Bailey Road.
• whose names have not been pub- Ri. 2.
from the San Francisco area, were
Kirksey;
Woodrow
worked
Easter,
15
to
20
people
and
the
be destroyed since they Ire conVisiting in the Sykes home this lished a-re Otis Lovins. Mrs. L. B.
to give personal obersvations a306 North 8th.
wagons sold for $150 each.
sidered substandard.
week are Mr, and Mrs. Caleb McDaniel. Mrs. Thomas Redden
bout the riots.
_
Besley of Erin, Tennessee,
and Mrs. A. C. Sanders.
The funeral of Verne Kyle was
Tbey'received their batelor
The convention is sponsored by
held yesterday at the First Me- a radio evangelist. Dr. Billy James
degrees at the exercise.
thodist Church with Rev. W. E. Hargis. who has led bitter attacks
Mischke officiating.
on
NARROW ESCAPE
the
National
Council of
Hundreds filled the new Sanct- Churches for alleged
Communist
uary building of the church to inf iltration.
. GEORGETOWN. Ky MPS -Fifpay their final respects to Mr.
teen-year old Sander Basile narWelch said the essay contest
United ,Press International
Kyle, who died on Wednesday concerning Warren would offer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. Wei -Loren rowly escaped injury Friday when
night.
top prize of 51,000 with eight less- Fish. 47, a construction jetreman a 225-pound pair of dual wheels
•*-targe number of -people from
Paries."Undergradultes at Aiirei: on the lannsville - New Albany, dataelied'themsaiVarfirifil a 'Se-MIs
o,
()cation
ans
o t e Ian universities thissfall will he Ind.. bridge project. was
in "ser- trailer truck and damaged her
Tappan Company, were in attend- eligible.
ious" condition at a hospital here home.
ance at the funeral: including Dick
-The -wheels -roiled across the
He said the' contest. which is today svittr injuries suffered , FriTappan, Robert Lamb, and Rabert to be detailed in the Birch maga- day at work. Fish was struck by highway, struck a cur b, and
Moyer. Both Lamb and Moyer -zinc in August. would encourage a piece of 35-foot long steel piling bounced six feet into the air and
were forMerly associated with the students to study for acts of sub- he was helping to guide into place. through the window of the Basile
Murray plant.
version.
home.
----Burial was held at Murray MeThe Birch Society founder, key.A large quantity of plaster was
MOREHEAD, Ky. lPl - A
morial Gardens following the noting the convention, said that standing ovation greeted Elwood knocked from the wall around the
funeral service. The J. H. Church- Communists have infiltrated the Mir•cle, 20. of Middlesboro, window and several bricks struat
HOSTA011 IN HAVANA-Eastern Airlines' propjet passenger liner look, pretty lonesome on
ill Funeral Home was in charge American system in the places when h. was awarded his de the girl, who was lying on a
the sidelines at Havana airport. This is the jab which was hijacked to Cuba from Florida.
of arrangements.
they are least expected.
sore.
Continued on Page Four
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Flashy Finish
But Game Lost

MUrtRAT,

Murray Hospital
Patients
a
.

admitted from Monday
in. to Wednesday
10:00
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Johnny Blaneliard Has Emerged With Flair
For Last Inning Heroics That Win Games

m.
Mrs. Jesse Flora, 604 Vine
St.;
Thomas Erwin, Route 4;
By MILTON RICHMAN
Mrs. Euand from Elston Howard, whO hit the Pirates after a two-run
rie Smith, New Conco
homrd; Verne 0.
his 11th homer.
1 ,,ii.d Pres* Inlereamllongi
er by Dick Stuart had put Pi.Kyle, 118 North 14th.;
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
Alber
Mans
t
and
gecon
The
Mantl
d-pla
Detroi
Tiger
e
ce
ate
s burgh ahead, 4-2, in the eighth.
t
great and
WALLACE WIEMER CO., 1509
Martin. General Delivery;Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs J. that Merriwell was no bum, either beat the tleveland Indians, 6-1,
o Time & Life Bldg., New York.
George Altman hit a pair of
By ED. SA1149BuRY
,
under wraps in the 'mond half, Dan McNutt, and baby boy, 1654 but when
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mien,
N.Y.;
you
Angel
the
I %lied Yr.n.• Interleaf inadd
need a Johnnys defeated the Baltimore homers to drive in three
of the
ribrsing their 21-0 halftime lead. Calloway. Apt. 3; Desiree McGehee. on-the-spot
CHIC
AGO
tJPF
Oriole
Two
in the clutch, put all
s, 3-1, but lost the nightcap, Cubs' four runs against the
Entered at the Post Office, Murray,
touch.
DodgKentucky, for trimsmission
Jorgensen and Hill threw most- 410 North 1st.; Mrs. Jennie Della your money
drowns in less tha.n two minutes
as
3-0, and Kansas City defeated ers.
on Blanchard.
Second Class Matter
Falls, 407 North 16th.:
Mrs. Carl
gave ,the 1961 College All-Stars ly for first. downs when their
The New York Yankees do-and Boston, 5-0. The White Sux and
Morris Stout. Jr. and baby
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in
a flashy finish, but their closing running game failed to enable
girl, the results are unbelievable.
Jack Baldschun of the Phils
Senators were idle.
Murray, per week 20,
North 18th ; Tony Bryan
intanth 85c. In Calloway and adjoi
Hudson,
ning counties, per year, $3.50; Per outburst couldn't overcome 58 them to keep possession of thea
Johnny Blanchard has emerged
walked pinchhitter Stan Musial
elsewhere, $5.50.
Route
1. La Center, John Hall with
Cincin
nati's
surpr
minutes of hard blocking and hard ball.
ising
Reds ,with the Oases full in the seven
a fantastic flair .frir lateth
Together. Jurgensen and . MR York. Route 1, Benton; S3T11 Ever- inning heroi
tackling by the Philadelphia Eacs that keeps killing stretehed their National League inning to force in wtaat proved
ett Wheeler, Rt. 3; Coral
compl
eted
SAtt - 1111A) — 11 fit
.19
lead
of
to two games with a 5-4 viC.- to be the Winni
32 throws for
gles.
the
Mary
oppos
ition
while
a
bring
ng
ing
run lot the
Brandon, Rt. 2, Hazel; Kelly
joy
Bray to the heart of Yank
tory over the plummeting Pitts- Cardinals.
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of Murray, Kentucky.

Ordinance

NOTE: KRS 94.283 provides that
if a number of legal voters of the

ORDINANCE NUMBER 370, BEING AN ORDINANCE DECLARING THE INTENTRAN OF CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO
ACQUIRE, MAINTAIN, AND OPERATE A GARBAGE DISPOSAL,
SYSTE M; ESTIMATING THE
COST THEREOF; AND INFORMING THE PUBLIC OF THE METHOD BY WHICH COST OF AC-

W ANTED:
HOUSE TO RENT

City of Murray, Kentucky, eqUal
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the total number of votes cast
in the city at the last regular
election fila a petktion within ten
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\\:‘,
weird deepening of shadow in I think the Llorn
I DIDN't FVT
NO,
have come."
fans. Aluminum screens, storm
I'M SORE 50AEBO1'I WILL CFFER
EWITT walked to the radio the air all
about them, cutting
• • •
'MAT VEZ4 WELL, tiOd
doors. Well-drained corner lot, 75
YOU
AkANMER,i
A
J05
poue44..
AS
‘.., and worked the switches. off the light, cutting off all the
rAIRLIE STOOD in the co!d
DID I?
DIDN'T:
x 108 ft. TV antenna with rotur.
"Thennason 7" he said. "Lis- beat of the sun, seeming
to 1 semi-darkness, with Raab bePaved sireet, concrete drive and
ten, I've\got orders for you. swirl and flow about
them slow- side him and Wtristedt tremwalk. Trees, shrubs and establighVt'hilrg fhb;? Tell me later- ly, ever deeper, ever
darker.
bling and gasping somewhere
ed lawn, Concrete-set steel clothes
What's that'M
L.'s could barely see the plain behind them, and looked at the
IF
poles. $12,995, $1800 down, inThomaso1W,s voice was below,
but he could make out three dark shadowed shapes in
terest 43e per cent on balance.
squawking out oethe radio. -the figures of those men of front cr.; them and heard
the
Occupy September 1. J. J. Randy,
what 1 told you, a -"he,p on the
Thrayn's people who had be- husky, whispering
voice, and
1651 Callpway:Ayenue.
radar rust now. It could be an- sieged
a8p
r
them. They were flee- he thought, Isn't It wonderful
other ship coming, DeWitt-it ing
now, running away from how adaptable humans are, they
could be another ship from
RANO
Y
the mountain and the Hall of can stand anything. Well,
alby irnl• SuahmIller
Earth, only from the other side
Sun.', ludicrous little moving MQSt anything.
of'the Curtlin."
puppets. From
,
down
there
If they try to fp) tato my
"Oh, hell, th^re's na ship among
them came a thin, far mind 1 coat
HAW H
WHAT •
stand that,
coming. viii lust Saw a bogy"
cry, a ainesd, and Aral was
said DeWitt impatiently.
Don't think about that. This
IS HIS
LOOK
Nr'
screeching that word over and
"But-"
Don't a nightmare like those in
WHO'S UP
NAME?
over again.
O
"1 tell you, there's no ship
the 'terrain% You are Doctor
"The Liorn!"
BAT
AT
canting. What you hearri ChrisRobert
Fairlie
of
Boston In MasAnd Thrayn, his voice choked
tensen say was true enough, /
with rage and terror, cried, sachusetts and you are a retook Fairlie's tapes to proci the -Let
spected young scholar and you
tier. go-the Liorn are
project along, there wasn't any coming!
are talking to the Liorn.
The shadowed ones!"
spy. There isn't any ship. either.
To three of them. anyway.
Fairlie felt a great throb of
Now listen. We've got a probpainful doubt, of surprise, and Three dark shapes who somelem here.'
he saw DeWitt and the strug- how shroud themselves in shaFairlie listened and he felt
dows. They are thick, they are
Aral as
the defiance and tile anger tling Thrayn and
upright, they are somehow mandrain out of him. He had a dull though through darkening wat- like, they are not
men. All right,
ers, and he did not know
feeling that it wasn't any one.
•
quite what was happening. It .so they're not, this can rain be
• HIS premonition had been right.
a straight man-to-not-man talk.
couldn't be what they said.
One way or another, DeWitt
fie stood and looked at the
Thrayn tore loose, and Fairwould keep them here until it
••• • sea 00 • •.40., ,•••• ••
lie started forward again. De- three dark shadowy figures, and
was too late to leave.
•
.•
by WIN P.....
It
seemed
to
him
that he had
He felt cold and beaten. The Witt released Aral and grabbed
stood
like
thLs
for
hours.
And
sunlight from the doorway had for Thrayn with both hands.
yet it had been only minutes,
darkened, as though it was Arid, hand dipped thto her garby Al 08pp
really,
since
he
and
Raab
and
clouding heavily outside, end ment and came out again with
Winstedt had scareelly, herdhe looked tip through the ban aornettang, and then a knife
NATCH
ERLY,
AH
HAW
tantly, answered that summon-AN'AH HAINT
,.....m...
-SA/,EVRY
opening In the loft lest drune and dug deep into DeWitt's back.
INTRUSTED IN NO
ing whispering and hail gone
INT'susTF_D IN NO
EVEN I Kr, THET
saw dark shadow across the
Falrlie yelled and ran through
into the darkened Hall and
OTHE
GAL,SI
R
NCE.
OTHER NON,SINCE
heavens. shadow that seemed to the icy shadows. Thrayn and
WOULDN'T
through the dimmed mut k-suns,
mAH DEAR LI'L WIFE
A pour down through the opening Aral had leaped away arid were
AH LOST MAH
ENE GOIN.
to the shadows in tho far side
DEPARTED!!
and deepen and darken.
gone down the roadway to the
DEAR L.I'L
where the summoners waited.
STEADY,
Aral screamed auddenly, in plain, running like rabbits.
WASEUR7
"You aro not listening," sail
WOUL
D IT?
a voice that was hardly human.
DeWitt stood there and looked
the husky whisper, speaking the
.She pointed to the do,re, to puzzledly at Fairlie
--A,
when Fair- old Vanryn language
slowly and
the deepening Oltur,h)ws and tole lie reached
him. -She hit me." tonelessly
. "The othera cannot
cried out lndis,inguishably.
he said thickly. "She hit me in
understand, and you do not
Thrayn cried out ton. Then the back with somethin
g."
the two of therm scrambling,
lie did not fall but he eriimFairlie tried to get the stiffslipping wildly In their terror, pled a little
at the knees ant
ness out of his throat and
bolted out through the golden Fairlie tried
to catch him but
doors.
all he could do was to ease him tone, and answer. He needed
to ark, for all he was worth.
"Catch them, they're trying down clumsily
onto the stone,
These, were the (Joni, who had
to get away!" cried LicWitt on his side.
furiously.
DeWitt looked into the dark- destroyed a city and broken a
imati 4
great race, and he thought It
lie dropped the mike of the ening shadows with
no diterest
quite likely that they would deradio and plunged through the in anything
e•S
at all anymore.
stroy him too, but he had to
doors. Shocked, not compre- "She tat nte," he
said and died.
hending the sudden outburst,
The, shadows darkened and talk against it while he could.
Fairlie rah out after him, with darkened and It
"I am listening now," Ile said
was cold now
the others following.
as though the breath of outer In the old Vanryn language. "I
On -the great stone terrace, spare was upon
AW SLATS
by Auburn Van Buren
them. They hear you. We are not of the
Aral had slipped and DeWitt could not even see
clearly each Vanryn. We conic from Earth,
NOT
had grabbed her arm. Thrayn, other's - faces as
A
SYLLAB
LE!
a
distant
world,
WHAT
a
I
Ali ---S6CaltiSE SHE'S SUPPOSED
distant star."
they looked at
ANY WORD FROM
OUGHT TO DO IS WASH THroX MAN
• was trying to tear away his each other from where they had 'We know. Yon are the far
TO BE CRAZY IN LOVE WITH
CHARLIE
RIGHT
grip but DeWitt held onto Aral bent over DeWitt
OUT
,
OF
MY'
SUE,
LIFE.141
A6INE
:THE---7HE MOST WONDERFUL
And still the ehlldren of the Variryn, grown
HONEY
with iris left hand around her strange haze chilled
HIM
TNINKIN
G•ALL A
MAN IN THE WORLDatid deep- now to lust for stairs. We have
•
wrist, and grappled Thrayn ened.
GIRL HAS TO DO IS
watched and warded space for
HE'S SOwith his free arm.
FRET-AND WORRY,
it was then that a voice, a a long time, lest the Vanryn go
GENTL E
-Help me!" DeWitt yelled whispering,
.
HANDSOMEcarrying
voice, forth in it again. We saw when
angrily. "They've gone crazy." came to them
you
AND
did so, we looked into your
through the dark
Fairlie COI/1,1 not move to help obscurity.
shipIt. spoke in the old
yes, into your minds. Wo
-ea
was too- nturmrof
It .1f1rT1
. 121111----Thil knew we had
one
the sudden and Inexplienble of authority and knowledg forbidden the
Vanryn to go to
e
ehi.dige that seemed to have among you come
space,
yet you scoffed at and
to un."
come over everything.
They looked at the blnra of Ignored our edict."
f eg The air had darkened as each other's
faces and then
though in an e,dipe.e. But it was Winstedt giggled and
raid in a
"The flatinte-d ;,itlars" connothing high in the sky that high, hysterical
voice, "You
cludov here tomorrow. llon't
brought this darkness. It was a know, I- think
they were right. miss the dramatic ending.
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WANTED:
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' the CAT"

HOUSE TO RENT

FOR SALE

YOUR MURRAY-CALLOVVAY COUNTY
.1961 DUCATI 200 c.c. MOTORcycle. 4 sped foot shift transmission. 850 actual miles. Cost
Stfn.o0 new. $450.00 cash. Also
81' run-about type speed hull.
Fully equipped racing: wheel,
throttle, fin, motor bar. 10 hp
will plane. $75.00 cash. See or
call: Jim Diggs, Jr. Ph. 70,
Paris, Tenn.
a7c

BUSINESS-4
'1 DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS

48 .534
48 .525
53 .480
50 .479
58 .421
40

& TIMFS --- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Ordinance

er a two-run horn...,
iart had put
-2. in the eighth.'
tan hit a pair of
le in three of the
s -against the Dudg-

a5
... 53
... 49
... 46
... 44
. 30

LEflflFI

LESTER SPINET PIANO, Blonde
mahogany. Call Murray, GR 42259.
a6c

OFFICE SUPPLIES
MAKE OF:r:R - 180 x 140 FT.
Ledger & Tants
PL 3-1911 property
109 N. 6th St., Murray,
• Sales & Service
•
Schwegler, 1134-4
Ky. litply
Roxbury, Detroit, Mich,
U7p
Ledger & Tunes .... PL 3-1916
OIj DD1TRIBU TORS

retuning water, bath. Good outbuildings, land limed and seeded
down and in soil bank. A good
buy at $12,000.
J. 0. PATTON REAL ESTATE
Broker, 3141 'East Main Street,
Phones PL 3-1738 and PL 3-3536.
a5c

fiennenent r
with . two e hil
school age.

'dent
n of

Contact
gERS

LASCISTO

HOT POINT ELECTRIC RANGE,
at
7 It, Pru,lco refrigerator,
d
Ledger and'Times
maple bed and chest by Mengel,
sofa, mahogany desk, breakfast
bar and 2 stools, coffee table,
power mower. See at 1609 W. Main TWO
FIRST GRADE TEACHERS.
or phone PL 3-5589.
a5c B.S. degree required. Salary $3600
VERY NICE REGISTERED Angus to $3825. Masters degree salary
bull, ; years old, $250.00. Call $3780 to $4005. Supt. Homer C.
PL 3-5527 or see at Amon Owen Kinder, Bell City, Missouri. Office
phone ItEuublic 3-4444.
a9c
Farm, one mile off hwy. 94 on the
until 9:00 p.m. Thursday and FriIrvin Cobb Rd.
a5c day. 8:30 to
6:02 on Saturday. a5c
1939 FORD 2-DOOR SEDAN, 50,actual miles, it is new and
original. See Danny Roberts or
call PL 3-2987.
a5c R. C. HURT, GENERAL ROOFing contractor, hot and cold roof
1960 MODEL BOAT AND Motor, coating. $3.00 per square. Phone
fiber glass, self starting, 14-ft. skis 436-3527.
a5p
included. Phone PL 3-2903. a5c
NEW FALL SHOES AT OUTLET
GOOD USED 30-GALLON GAS Shoe Store, 13th & Main. Open
water heater. Also a gas beater.
Used only one winter. Call PLaza
'AELP WAN1 ED
3-3990.
ltc

ORDINANCE NUMBER 370, BEING AN ORDINANCE DECLARING THE.INTENTION OF CITY
GF MURRAY., KENTUCKY,, TO
ACQUIRE, MAINTAIN,.6ND OPERATE A GARBAGE DISPOSAL
'SYSTEM; ESTIMATING THE
COST THEREOF; AND INFORMING THE PUBLIC OF THE METHOD By WHICH COST OF ACQUIRING, MAINTAINING, AND
OPERATING WILL BE PAID.
BE., IT , ORDAINZD BY T
COMMON COUNCIL OF CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:

of Murray, Kentucky.
NOTE: KR! 94.283 provides that
if a number of legal voters of the
City of Murray, Kentucky, equal
to twenty-five (25%) per cent of
the total •nunlber of votes cast
in the city at the last regular
election file a petition within ten
(10) days after this ordinance is
adopted, asking that the question
of approval of the ordinanca be
submitted to a vote of the people,
a vote will then be had at the
next regular election held in City
of Murray.
Otherwise, no election will be
with
had,
reference tti approval of
the ordinance.

SECTION I: The Common
Council hereby declares that it is ,
_desirable for the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to acquire, maintain,
and operate a garbage disposal
system for the Gity of Murray,
Kentucky; and it hereby declares
its intention to acquire, maintain,
and operate a garbage disposal
system for City of Murray, Kentucky.

HIEY Molik-New comma,stoner at Indian affairs is
Ptulleo Nash (above). Noah.
M.Is a Democrat and a forWNW kieutenant governor of
la4,0641.0.

Wells Overbey, City Attorney
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SECTION.II: It is estimated by
the Common Council of City of
Murray, Kentucky, that an exKy. Lake Oil Co.
PL 3-1322 1956 PONTIAC,BLACK 4 DOOR
penditure of Forty Thousand Dote
DRUG STORES
lars ($40,000.00) to Fifty Thoushardtop, power steering & brakes.
Jobbers Shell Oil Products
Scott Drugs
PL 3-2547
and Dollars ($50,000.00) w411 be
•414100 miles. Tip-top shape. Phone
required to acquire a garbage
a7p
PLaza 3-2213.
INSURANCE
disposal system for City of Murray,- Kentucky. Said expenditure
PAINT STORES
NICE SEVEN ROOM HOUSE ON
flazee, Melugm & Holton
weuld be, largely for equipment
heat,
Gas
ia0.
lot,
x
75
shady
Tidwell
Paint
Store
PL 3-3080
Jpen. Insurance
PL 2-3415
to put such a system into operaplenty- of closet space. Pricii.d at
tion; and it is planned to obtain
'"
only $7,500.
such equipment on a lease-purPRINTING
LADIES READY TO WEAR
ROOM
SEVEN
EXTRA GOOD
chase agreement, thus spreading
house, gas furnace, plenty of shade
Littletons
PL 3-1916
cost over a period of three
sai'
PL 3-4623 Ledger & Tunes
WANTED
Storret-el
:
CARPENT
oors-and LEAVING MURRAY
ERS. MUST
on lot 65 x 235.
. MUST Sell be experienc
ed, furnish own tools, .(3) to five (5) years.
windows, in business zone.
good 2-door 1957 Chevrolet. Good
truck and crew. Apply in person
FARM IN LYNN GROVE Neigh- automatic transmission.
TV SALES & SERVICE
The cost of acquiring said eqRESTAURANT*
See Way- between 7:00 a.m.
and 12:00 noon uipment, and maintaining and
borhood. 60 acres all level land fn ne Brown, 813 alive,
opphone PL 3- at the Jim
11(.11's TV & Ref. Set. . PL 3-5151
South Side Restaurant
Walter's Corporation, erating said system, is to be
high -state of cultivation, Six room 3460.
paid
a8p 2093 Beltline
Highway, Paducah, by the residents of City of Mur"Fresh Cat Fisk"
house, two tobacco barns, stock
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
Ky.
barn, good well, running water in
a 10c ray, Kentucky, in the form of fees
SECTIONAL SOFA AND Furnihouse. 2.02 tobacco base. Priced to
(not yet fixed) for garbage disture
SERVICE STATIONS
for sale at best offer. Call
AND SERVICE
posal service.
sell.
•
PL 3-3817 or see at 603 Meadow
PASSED ON FIRST READING
FARM OF 65 ACRES ABOUT SIX
Ledger & Tunes
Lane.
PL 3-1916Walston-Young Tex. PL 3-2810
a8c
miles from Murray on liighway
WEEKLY BASIS, Daytona Beach, ON THE 21st DAY OF JULY,
641. Frame house in good repair,
Florida. Two bed-room furnished 1961.
MUST SELL - LEAVING TOWN.
home. One half block from ocean PASSED ON
SECOND READING
Blond brick, 3 bedroom ranc ti
beach. Phone PL 3-2731.
T-F-C. ON THE 4th DAY OF AUGUST,
house, one block west of collegi,
i-rart of face
.X.:.13
21 years old. Two full baths, one FIVE ROOM HOUSE. ei BLOCK 1961.
dit 30
47
:4•:'
grey tile, one rose with flourescent, from c !lege. Easily heated. Call
COMMON COUNCIL OF
leas
4
.
61:
54
53
52
4- Puffen.
light. Large kitchen with plenty PL 3-2818,%
CITY OF MURRAY, KENa8c
sW;•
Sill ..
6- Falsehood
of birch cabinets. Living room and
TUCKY
55
Babylonian
5.
,UNFURN
ISHED FOUR ROOM
dining area. Ample closets, utility,
By: HOLMES ELLIS, Mayor
?-Dirk
_....t_equipperl_ los_ washer and dryer .house one block west of college
Due. by Outed FesLazsy cs
City of Mu/tray, Kentucky
Avenue. Call _ PL. _3- ATTEST:
1,(220 volts). _Carport, insulated. on Broach
_
ltc STANFORD ANDRUS,Clerk, City
.I..hardwood _floors. 52 gallon hot 3990.
; water tank, electric heat, witt
heaters in every room with inPIANUIs
dividual thermostats. Two exhaust
WELL,IT A UTILE EARLY T..
I MEAN,114ERE MUST BE
CRAPTF:T1 as - weird deepening of Shadow
In I think the Llorn have come.'
fans. Aluminum screens, storm
I'M SURE SOMEBODY WILL OFFER
A TEAM SOMPLACI THAT IS
EWTIT walked to the radio the air all about them,
HAVEN'T
• • •
cutting
doors. Well-drained corner lot, 75
ittU A JOB AS hiA/a6ER,T43094. SO DEEP IN LAST PLACE,AND
and worked the switches. off the light, cutting off all the
OUR AD YET
HEARD A
AIRLIE STOOD in the cold
x 108 ft. TV antenna with rotor.
1550 PANC5rRICKS4 Ti-lAr
'Thomason 7" he said. "Lis- heat of the sun, seeming to
CeIARLIE 6R0WN
:
WI-4JN6.
..
semodark
neas. with Raab be• -Paved street, concrete drive and
ULU/4613W/AWNING!
ten, I've got orders for you. swirl and flow about them slowside
him
and
Winstedt trem- 'walk. Trees, shrubs and establiehWhat'll that'? Tell me later- ly, ever deeper,
ever darker.
bling
and
gasping somewhere
ed lawn. Concrete-set steel clothes
,What's that 7'
Lle could barely see the plain behind them, and looked at the
poles: $12,995, $1800 down, in1111
Thomason 'a voice was below, but
he could make out three dark shadowed shapes in
terest 434 per cent on balance.
squawking out of the radio.'- the figures
of those men of front of them and heard the
Occupy September 1. J. J. Randy,
what I told you, a blip on the Thrayn's people
who had be- husky, whispering voice, and
1651 Calloway Avenue.
radar just now. It could be an. sieged them.
a8p
They
he
thought,
were fleeIsn't it wonderful
other ship coming, DeWitt-it ing now,
running away from how adaptable humans are, they
could be another ship from the mountain
and the Hall of can stand anything. Wen, alby Ernie Suelsmilies
Earth,isaly--tratri the other side aii
pie
ina
p ct4
ludicrous little moving most anything,
- of the Curt on
From down there
they try to go info ray
"Oh. hell, te-re's rre -elite among them
came a Oen, far mind I can't stand that.
HAW HAW'ermine. vou Plat saw a bogiy," cry, a
word, and Aral was
LOOK
said DeWitt lnipaUently.
Don't think about that. This
screeching that word over and
"But-"
isn't a nightmare like those in
WHOS
UP
over again.
. "1 tell you. there'. no ship
the starship. You are Doctor
-The Llorn!"
SAT
AT
eineng. What you heard ChrisRobert
Fairlte of Boston in MasAnd Thrayn, his voice choked
tensen *AT was true enough, I with rage
and terror, cried, sachusetts and you are a retook ralrlie's tapes to prod the "Get her
spected young scholar and you
go-the Llorn are
are talking to the laorn.
project along, there wasn't any corning! The
shadowed ones!"
spy. There Isn't any 'hip. either.
To three of them. anyway.
Feirlie felt a great throb of
Now listen. We've got a probpainful doubt, of surprise, and Three dark shepes who somelem here.'
how shroud themselves in shaFairite listened and he felt he saw DeWitt and the strug- dows. They are thick, they
are
the defiance and the anger gling Thrayn and Aral as upright, they are somehow mandrain out of him. He had a dull though through darkening wat- like, they are not men. All right,
feeling that It wakn't any use. ers, and he did not know so they re not, this can still be
•
a His premonition had been right. quite what was happening. It
straight man-to-not-man talk.
One way or another, DeWitt couldn't be what they said.
lie stood and looked at the
Thrayn tore loose, and Fairwould keep them here until it
,5S.i PS". "'.#""-"
three dark shadowy figures, and
(••• IC, 1.• *484 tem.
lie started forward aisin.
.
,
.1,41
Ame
•
was too late to leave.
it seemed to him that he had
He felt cold rind beaten. The Witt released Aral and grabbed stood
like
this
for hours. Arid
sunlight from the doorway had for Thrayn with both hands.
yet it had been only minutes,
LIL, AMASS
darkened, as though it was Antra hand dipped trite her garW
really,
since
11
he
and Raab and
clouding heavily outside, ariit ment and came out again with
Winsteethad
steamily, hesiNATC1-4ERL`1, Ak HAN'T
he looked up thmtigh the Min something, and then a knife tantly,
-ANr.414 NAINT
answered that summon-SA-1,EVRI
opening in the loftiest dome and dug deep into DeWitt's back.
1NT'RUSTED IN NO
ing whispering and had gene
INT4RUSTED IN NO
EVENIKr, THET
saw dark shadow across the
Fairlie yelled and ran through into the
OTHER GAL,SI NCEdarkened Hall and
OrHER MAN,SINCE
heaven.. shadow that seemed to the ley shadows. Thrayn and
WOULDN'T
through tOe dimmed hue k-suns,
MAIA DEAR LIt WIFE
MAN
•Ill pour down through,the opening Aral had leaped away and were
AN
BE
GOIKr
to the shadows in the far side
DEPARTED!!
and deepen and darken.
gone down the roadway to the where
DEAR L.I'L
STEADY,
the summoners waited. a •
Aral screamed sudden!'. in plain, running like rabbits.
HUSINN!!
WOULD IT?
"You are not listening," said
a voice that WaS hardly n•moe
DeWitt stood there and looked the husky
whisper, speaking the
She pointed to the dc.re, to puz7iedly at Fairlie
when Fair- old Vanryn language slowly
and
the deepening shadow,* ari.I foie it reneftert Min. "She
hit me." tonelessly. "The others cannot
cried out indisongulahably.
he said thickly. "She hit me in
understand, and you do not
Thrayn creed out too. Then the back with something
."
listen."
the two of them. scrambling,
Re Mel not fall hut he (-rumFairlie tried to get the stiff• slipping wildly in their terror. pled a little at the knees
ant neas
. boiled out through tha-goldrh FaIrlle-trted to catch
out of his throat and
him but tongue,
'doors.
and answer, lie neietel
all he could do was to ease him
4, I 'Catch them, they're trying down clumsily onto the stone, to talk, for all he was worth.
These were the Liam, who had
to get away!" cried DeWitt on het side.
I furiously.
DeWitt looked into the dark- destroyed a city and broken a
lie dropped the mike of the ening shadows with no interest great race, and he thought it
quite likely that they would dere/110 and plunged through the In anything at all
anymore. stroy
him too, but he had to
doors. Shocked, not comreee- "She hit me," he said
and died. talk
against it while he could.
i bending the sudden outburst.
The sha.lows darkened and
, Fairlie ran out after him, with darkened and it was cold now
"I am listening nrtio lie said
the others following.
as though the breath of outer in the old Vanryn language. "I
AIM AN' SLATS
On the great stone terrace. space was upon them.
by Raebuni an Buren
They hear you. We are not of the
And had slipped and DeWitt could not even see clearly
each Vanryn. We come from Fourth.
NOT A SYLLABLE WHAT I
had grabbed her arm. Thrayn other's faces as they looked
-. %CAUSE.SHE'S SUPPOSED
at a distant world, a distant star."
OUGHT 70 00 IS 1MASH THAT MAN
4 was trying to tear away his each other from
TO BE CRAZY IN LOVE WITH
where they had 'We know. You are the far
RIGHT OUT OF MY LIFE.IMA6INE
rip nut DeWitt held onto Aral bent over DeWitt_ And
THE---TNE MOST WONDERFUL
still the children of the Vanryn, grown
HIM THINKING ALL A
with hl. left hand around her strange haze chilled and deep- now* to lust for Stars.
MAN IN THE WORLD-••
We have
GIRL
wrist, and grappled Thrayn ened.
HAS
RD
IS
Do
HE'S SOwatched end warded space for
FRET
AND
, with his free arm.
WORRY-GEHTLE --AND
It was then that a voice. a. a bong time, lest the Vanryn go
§i "Help me!' DeWitt yelled whispering, .carrying
NANDSOM Evoice, forth in it again. We saw when
'angrily. "They've gone crazy." came to them through
AND --the dark you did so, w9 looked into youir
1 Fairlie emiel not move to help obscurity. It spoke in
the old ship-yes, info your minds. we
r anyone. Ile Was too ',tinned by Vanryn and it
"Let those saw that you knew we had
the suilden and imocplienble of authority and knowledg forbidden the Vanryn
to go to
e
eh:ogee that seemed to have among you come to us."
space, yet you scoffed at and
come over everything.
They looked at the blurs of ignored our edict."
co The air had darkened as each Other's • faces
and then
'. though in an eviler:v. Out it was tVitededt giggled
and said in a
"The Haunted Stars" eonnothing high in the sky that high, hylterical voice,
"You chides beree•toniarrow. Don't
brought
this
darkness.
It
was a know, I tAlnk they were right. miss the dramatic ending.
a
l
••••••• ••••••••
,••••
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eam Calends*

Monday, August 7th
The Lottie Moon and Kathleen
ones-Circles of the WAIS of the
rirst Baptist Church will not meet
a: tlae regular tune but will meet
church on Tuesday, August 15.
with :he general WIISS at the
ass.
Circle V of th* First Baptist
Church will meet at tit:: Baptist
Mission a; 7 p.m.

.Cont,n,..ed from Pagel)

ere, Friday night from Morehead State College. Miracle, whe
is blind. received his degreer-iss
three years with a major est
English and history.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. VI — The
Rev. Nfehon Kimble. former pastor of Fenner Memorial Lutheran
Church here. leaves today to go
to his new pastorale on the Rhine
11,ver at Bad Godesberg. Germany.
He will serve as pastor of Stintson Memorial Chapel. built in
1952 to serve personnel of, the
Amer:earl Embassy at Bonn.

HARDINSBURG. Ky 1W —
Circuit 11ci9e Paul M. Basham.
70 Hardinsburg, died late Friday
at a Louisville hospital after an
dines. of several weeks. Sashimi,
a former state senator, was lodge
of the circu t which includes
Grayson, Breckioridge and Meads
coo -lies.

BEDFORD. Kv
TN — Jesse
i• ie Jar kit 50. -LOussville. Was
killed and five other persons injured in a two-car collis:on on
U S 42 three miles south- of
here Friday night. Little was a
passenger in a car driven by Ernest Jackson. 61. also of Louisville,
h h collided with a vehicle
driven by Charles W. Fothergill,
43. also of Louisville
- — -

• •••
•
Tuesday, August po.
Circles of the F/1111 of the First
Baptist Church -will meet as follows: I with Mrs. R. L. Seaford
and II with Mrs. 0. C --Wells at
10 a.m.; III with Mrs. Clifton Key
and IV with Mrs. Pearl Jones at
2:30 p.m.
••••
•
The Penny Homemakers Club
will have a family neighborhood
picnic at the City Park at 7 p.m.
— ••••
Murray, Star chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.

•••
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'THE kind of dorit-yottrself
,; 41- projects We like are the
Illand that are easily done.
Are there any? You bet!
We've just stumbled on a
'Marvelous free kit which rigIT projects that would
work on Dem.°
they're a breeze to do.
gpronder Product
.11 etaploy that. Wonder
product of our tim•—deooraarm plastic covering with adhesive backing. Easy to work
arab. It las COUntlessi clever
WesF.rapley ft to cover reillc
Cartons and turn them Into
St,lanters or use it, on cans and
create pretty pencil holders.
It can convert a plain cardboard box Into a beautiful
/tongs spot that Will brighten
it closet shell.
(Rick the covering to cardbeard and in no time at all
I:you've mad* ao era-catalog
place thaL
:
4
"
Viler Posarbflifles .4
What else la
We= zo end to the
&less.
The °Wert: eta be lased
lati picture frames,see-through
Oboe boxes, tea tiles, booklet
KUM,table tops and desk eels
11114 it Pa also be applied to

ellere

; Shot gunned to death: Bobby. 3, betas C,aady and Ready, IVs.
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led him into some unusual business. too. He has done airplane
interiors on the personal planes of
former King Farouk (he' wanted
a lot of divans), Peron (swivel
chairs), Batista (heroic symbols
on the front bulkhead: "Castro has
the plane- now; I gather it's, full
of chicken feathers"), and Chiang
Kai-Shek.
Then, there was the Texan vela,
ordered a stall shower, and go
one. And four or five far eastern/
potentates. One of these. wanted
gold throne in one compartme
for affairs of state aloft. Bstier
found a big one (out of service)
iii_England and Illinstnriea/it with
rich hangings.
A couple of She s had the
rtment in
floor --rif-s-•
their planes coy ecl with prayer..
cushions, suite e for sitting croslff
legged. Bun
stuffed them with
foam viny and fastened them to
the floo
&

TV usage, he personally felt there
would be windows. z
There are other problems:
"-Now, planes have gradual takeoffs; everything is gradual. But as
for the future, we don't know
about the take-offs. We may have
to have new tylies of seats. Will
the passengers be flat on their
backs at take-off? Will there be
pivotal seats?
Seat Belt Flight*
"Probably there will be no passenger supersonic flights longer
than two and a half hours. And
I'm presuming there will be no
lavatories — at least, none such as
we save now."
• He explained that he didn't benever knew whether they
lieve there would be any walking
seat belts on them," he said.
around on the part of passengers.
At that speed. if you hit a bump
you wouldn't be on your feet anymore. Also, he believes the Dig
Cloverporti, Ky., is an Ohio
may be seat-belt ones all the ay.
sup- River town established in 1808_
However, the air up there
posed to be unusually frcIot tur- When Abraham -Lincoln's famil4
moved from Hodgenville to Inbulence.
TV or Windows
e past has diana, they ferried the river here
Butler's work in
"There has been a lot of pro
' and con as to whether there will
be windows on the supersonic passenger planes. You see, windows
2**
Quart Bags, pkg. of 30
are a tremendous weight penalty.
ea. 100
But if you don't have windows
Plot Box
-ea. 19e
you run the risk of passenger
art Box
claustrophobia.
"You might counteract this with
a peculiar lighting. Or you might
put TV screens on the backs o
•••• %AA
the seats or on the ceiling. • r
be
both. The cameras w o u,
somewhere on the front f the
s beamplane, perhaps two cam
ing at two angles.
tch the take"1 hus you could
probably get- ,
off from two vie
tint a better ew of what's below than a wThdow would afford."
Prescription and Sundry Needs

FREEZE BAG-S

;DALE STUBBLEFIELD
isA4113.e- OPen This Sunday
rifst
—Your- Drug,

equipment could be
The T
switchc41 to motion pictures for
perjrkls of blank exterior visibility. '
tier, however, said that though
uilders have been mulling over

WE WILL46.5;-CLOSED
11100

from
16111. to 1:00 p.m. for Church Hour

Ledger & Times'
CLEVER PLAID COVER-UP converts cardbo d box into
for pencils.
a file and Juice can into a handy little hol
/Take colorful wall decorations.
All projects are well within
tho realm of aohievernent.
Once started, you'll have no
trouble finishing them. Instructions are clear, easy
follow and come with h -to
diagrams.
The covering Rae! shacked
With protecUve p er. Peel It

t at the adhesive,'
off to
ck it in place. If an
then
ap cation doesn't go smooth) lift up the covering and
correct your errors. •
If you'd like to obtain the
17-project kit, send your re-'
quest and your name and address to IIIr on a postcard in
care of this newspaper,

Clyde Newhart. 26. dead.

SMITH-CORONA COMPACT
•

BRAND NEW
COMPACT
FULL DUTY
FULLY ELECTRIC
FOR YOUR OFFICE

CALL
to trace scallopm; attach
Vinft:1.14 LO carillroard to make place mat.

SPECIAL

FREE TRIAL ON

EASY
TERMS
Mn. Newhart, IS. shot.
1 LOVE 1141 KIDS SO MUCH,' and "I can not live without
you." said the note Clyde Newhart left In Morrtatown, 0.,
before shotgunning himself to death when an attempt at re- /
conciliation with his wife failed. And before killing himse
he shotgunned his three children to death, wounded him Se.j
_
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Left: Colt's revolver nIth extension
stock, for ea% airy use as a carbine.
fI The Colt antis factory at Hartford as It appeared about 1862.

By DOC °WOG

as-writ
nklioame
st.i ;week loiter

43.SionuornanIt

venting and making a model of a revolver, which he patented in Europe mil
America in 183.5, and began to manufacture in 1836. These weapons were first
used in the Seminole War and then in the
Mexican War. In 1818, Colt built a facwhere, dining the
tory in Hartford
Secession War, as many as 136,000 revolvers and 50,000 muskets were turned
out. in a single year. ."
After failure of the rifles, many of the
revolvers made in 1861-435 came with extension stocks that enabled the possessor
to fire more accurately from the shoulder.
The original Colt made in quantity,
known as the 'Dragoon," weighed four
pounds. A 'streamlined" type vvelghing
half as much was adopted by the Union.
(To be continued.)
—CLARK KINNAIRD

No.52
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V.-Warming

The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

'The name of Samuel Colt is,synonymous with revolving pistol, but
he was s, maker, too, of larger'Weapons. The
latter were far less effective than his hand guns.
A historian recorded, "Colt made an unsuccessful
attempt to use the principle of his splendid six.
shot pistol in the production of a repeating rifle.
The weapon was unpopular because of a gas and
flame leakage between the cylinder and the barrel ... occasionally there was an accidental
discharge of all six barrels at once.'
*
Another historian detailed, 'Samuel
Colt, son of a Hartford [Conn./ manufacturer, while yet a lad beguiled the tedium
of a voyage LJ Calcutta in 1830 by in-

NEW YORK 1.11 — Where is
commercial aviation going? Onward and upward. To about 75,000
or '80,060 feet and perhaps 1,800
miles an hour, within a decade or
so, according to some experts.
Other experts say it will be sooner. The year 1968 has been mentioned.
. The passenstess who so along
with this newest hurtling pace —
to Europe tn two hours — may experience such travel delights as
watching the take -off on the
plane's own television system.
Such innovations on the new
supersonic planes will be born of
efforts to create passenger comfort
in the face of greater structural
stress on the plane. The problems
are beginning to occupy the
thoughts of designers. Charles
Butler, who heads a firm prominent in aircraft interior design,
outlined some of them in an inter-
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iCommercial Aviation Going To
[80,000 Feet. 1800 mph Speed
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_ The July meeting of the "Business and Professional Women's
Club was held in the home of Miss
Ruth Lassiter on Thursday evening at which-the members attending enjoyed a potluck meal.
After the meal and business session the group was highly entertained by hearing Mrs. Cleo Gillis
tell of her wonderful trip and
experiences in Europe earlier this
year..
Mrs. Hester's story was related
so realistically that it made each
person feel they personally had
taken the trip themselves.
Also noteworthy was the excellent results Mrs. Rob Huie has
achieved in selling the new AmerOcan flags to morehanas in Murray.
In meditating on the importance
of having and displaying the e ntry's flag, Mrs. Huie said, "1 feel
so many of us,ate guilty of never
thinking how great the opportunity
is of Just being able to do ties.
May we never see the day when
to do this it might mean great
torture or even death."

Mother-Daughter
4uncheon Held By
The Murray -WSCS

Miss Becky Yokley of Franklin
is the guest of her cousin, Miss
Trudy Lilly, at her home on South
18th Street.
The Mother-Daughter luncheon
• •••
was held by the Woman's Society
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and of Christian_ Service of the First
children, Janet and. Billys returned Methodist Church on Tuesday
home Tuesdas*‘atter a visit with morning di ten o'clock in the social
their uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Fred hall of the church.
Vamp Micricin,'Duane, of SpringMrs. Tommy lvielson, and Mrs.
field, Mo., and their cousins, yr. Don Hunter of the Brooks Cross
and Mrs. Rube Berry of Mt. Ver- Circle of the Society presented
non, Mo. The Usrey family also the program. A special feature
toured the Ozark Mountains and was a solo by Mrs. Jack Diggerreturned by w a y of Memphis, s
Tenn.
'Mrs. J. B. Wilson. president,
• •••
presided at the meeting which was
Mr. and Mrs. Max Holt of Mi- opened with prayer by Mrs. Walter
son Heights. Mich., are the parents Mischke. A letter from Formosa
of a son, born July I. named Roger was ready thanking the society
David. Mrs. Holt is the fotiner for the Christmas cards sent to
Pattie Milli, daughter of Mr: and them.
Mrs. S. G. Pool of Madison
Announcement was made of the
Heights,. Mich.. and granddaughter school of missions to be held in
of Mr. and Mrs. Aussie Pool, for- Jackson, Tenn., Atigtist 14-18 with
merly of Murray. and the late Mrs. Mischke and. Mrs. N. P. HutZollie Norsv.'orthy.
son as'delegates from the Murray
• ••••
society. Other members who will
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Plau'ehe Jr.. attend are Mrs. W. B. Graves and
and daughter and Mrs. Ida Clark Mrs. Goldia Curd, district officers.
and two daughters of Lake CharEach mother present introduced
les. La., are visiting their brother, her daughter to the group.
_—
••••
J. C. Winter and family.
• ••
A richly sculptured pediment
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hodges of graces the. north (front) entrance
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. left Thurs- of Kentucky's Capitol. The sculpday for their home after spending ture shows a heroic lady, Kena month with Mrs.' Hodges' par- tucky, standing in front of a chair
ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. J.-Hoffman, of State. with Progress, History,
and their daughter. M r s. Kent Plenty, Law, Art and Labor as her
McNeely and Mr. McNeely.
attendants.
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hoffman
Near Mt. Vernon. Ky., is Great
and family have left for Chicago, Saltpetre Cave where remains of'
Ill., after a visit. with his parents, mining operations dating from the
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman.
War of 1812 may be seen. •

Wednesday, August Sth
The Ladies Day luncheon will
be served at noon at the .Calloway
County Country Club with Mrs.
William Nall as chairman of the
hostesses No reservations or cancellations may be made after noon
on 'Monday. August 7 For bricir.
reservations call Mrs Don Robinson or Mrs. Matt SpArkman.
a •• •
a
The o Wes)eyan Circle of t he
WSCS of the First Methodist Church will meet with Mrs. G. B.
Scott Jr . 908 Poplar. at 7:30 p m.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
- ACROSS
d-Porttons-of
tried toe

iti, Cleo Hester
Relates European -7'rip At Club Meet

r
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Outttandlag, nee electric office typewriter to prwride all
the •••• el epitrosion, print perfect results and multiesrboa capacity of taiga, afactrics In • truly compact
unachino. frattsite Carriag., Full it.. Keyboard to d• •

6A dry. *fire
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(W• V DESIGN of your choice on tissue
paper, then trace it onto plastic covering.
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